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Keep up to date with all the updates
and happenings.

Company Update

Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!

Regarding the maintenance today

Events
In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...
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Our sense of community is
something that we value greatly.

91 Forums
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[Sell] Amazing Black/White-ish DC Starter Uni - Too Cute Mixie Pegs for sale

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-05 21:55
melodys_angel
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 - USR

  

Behind the group the pulsing ruins on the back wall still move around in circles. It took
strength for Bevelle to pull her fear back and focus on this current room as she got a
glimpse of what was through the door. 

Immediately, pulses of wind danced around her, cooling the area. A dusting of snow lay
on the floor and some powder flew along side the breeze, melting with contact on a
group member. The floor was a beautiful clear crystalline block of ice, and stalactites
and mites caressed the floor and ceiling, rarely touching in the middle. They looked like
crystalline ice. Flickers of blue flame on a torch close to some of the crystal ice
structure danced and played off of the interiors of the facets. The room, dim but lighter
then in the hall, had a blue glow and undertone. There was one window, at the very
top, and the rooms size looked to scale to the top of the ziggurat --- more then 3 or 4
stories from their current location inside at least. The overall room size was big but not
overly massive. She thought that it probably housed maybe 1/4 of the ziggurat on this
level. The floor, though made of ice, was thick and did not look like it would break to
the under floor any time soon. Bevelle noted that there was a room beneath them,
though she could see through the ice like glass, she could not make out what type of
room it was, other then a purple glow coming from the room. 

Infront of her was a *gap for a bridge*, and past that ice and snow like mountains with
a waterfall of water and ice. It looked like it may be climbable. At the top, ice shards.
She took a moment to appreciate the beauty, and let the others behind her have a
chance to look around before she would further look around and see what had to be
done to retrieve the shard (no doubt near the shards at the top of the water/ice fall) in
this room.

02-05 22:05
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Crow ran in and slipped, scrabbling to get up. He quickly fell and slid past Bevelle, stopping just
before the bridge gap. He the moved slowly and used his pads instead of his claws. That helped
him not slide so much. "This is kind of nice." he said after a minute. He made sure to get away
from that gap though. He didn't want to fall in.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Saria smiled at Crow, she was glad that he didn't fall into the gap. She stepped calmly on to the
ice, sliding a little bit, but catching hold of a Stalagmite to stop her from going too far. While
holding onto the stalagmite she took her cloak back out of her bag and put it on, Didn't think I'd
need this again too soon. She thought, it was rather cold in the room. She looked at the others in
the entryway, "As long as we all go slow and stay away from that gap we should be fine." She
called to the others. She gazed about the room curiously...
Cleo took one look at the inside of the room and then looked down at her short dress, "This is
definately not my day." She said to herself, she hated the cold, and the air blowing out of the
room was already giving her goose-bumps. She looked at the others, wondering what they would
do...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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As the group enters the icy room, the entrance is left open. While Kirah and Dh'liah
continue to work on the pheonix, something comming up from the shadows itself
approaches. 

Dh'liah looked up. "Did you sence that?" He scanned the area but all that he saw was
the sway in some plants. "Something is here." Closing his eyes he used his powers to
try to track it down. He suddently felt warm. Shooting right up, he looked at the temple
then at Kirah. Within a split second, he was gone.

....... Swift like a ninja it was here..then gone. Into the temple and out of sight.

((A bit of plot for you to take in that does not immidiately effect the group, so im posting it in
green  ))
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Bevelle frowned when she saw some taking a tumbe on the ice. She made her way to Crow and
made sure the creature was able to get up. She then eyed the entrance of the gap.

On closer inspection, Bevelle noticed that there were two torches near the entrance of
the broken bridge, but only one was alit. On the ground was water, mist from the
contact between the water and ice slowly rose but dissipated before reaching Bevelles
ankles. "Humm.." she started. Then the guardian of time noticed a switch made of ice.
It was on the other side, but matched up with the unlit torch. Eyes lit up, she carefully
grabbed a piece of ice from nearby and gently tossed it, covering the switch. Before
their eyes, the second torch lit and a bridge made from ice and snow materialized. It
had a very beautiful and delicate design. Clutching her hands together, she closed her
eyes then looked at the group. "I can feel the shard. Its at the top of the waterfall.
There should be a way to the top. Please be careful." Bevelle then let the group pass
her as she slowly made her may to where the shard was, enjoying the beauty in this
room

02-05 22:32
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Luna peered into the icy room. "Woah." That's the only word she could come up with for this. She
stepped in with only one foot - then noticed the bridge was broken, and all there was is a gap.
"What'll we do now?" Asked Lapi - coming up from behind Luna - standing near Bevelle. Luna
looked behind her. "I dunno. Doesn't look like we'll be able to continue there, huh?" Luna asked,
looking over at Bevelle. This is going to make it harder to find the shard in this room... if there is
one. Lapi thought, seeing Crow slide across the ice. She was relieved that he was alright though
and stopped before hitting the gap. Both of their eyes widened when Bevelle revealed the ice
bridge with a flip of a switch. They nodded to Bevelle and started walking across. Luna let Lapi go
ahead, since her large boots could probably keep her more balanced that Lapi's ballerina shoes.
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Crow followed after sniffing the bridge warily. "What kind of bridge materializes due to a switch?"
he asked rhetorically, shaking his head. He crossed it swiftly, sure that it would disappear at any
time. He then looked around. "... Why are you guys shivering?" he asked, looking at Cleo
especially. His warm fur made sure that the cold didn't affect him.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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As Bevelle crossed the bridge, she noted the questions and tried to think about them. "Im not
sure Crow, but wouldnt you think that other things shouldnt beable to be what they are, here?
Its insane, but sometimes its better that way." She felt almost protected at times when
something out of the ordinary happened.

02-05 22:50
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Cleo looked at Crow, "I was born and raised in the south, there is no winter or snow there." She
said as she stepped inside the room, her flat-bottomed sandals slid quickly along the floor and she
fell flat on her stomach. Fuming she took off her sandals and tried again to stand-up. Saria untied
her cloak and tossed it to Cleo, "Here put this on, it will help keep you warm." She said. Cleo tied it
on and wrapped the cloak around her, a little warmer, before trying to shakiley up again. Saria
turned ready to help others onto the ice...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Crow nodded at Bevelle's words. "I suppose so." he said after a moment. He then looked back at
Cleo. "Hold onto my fur so you don't slip." he suggested to her, padding over. "Hopefully anyway."
he added after a moments thought. Raven was totally at ease on the ice. "This is kind of fun!" she
said, grinning. "But I'm really tired..."

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Bevelle took a look at the mountain of ice infront of her. water gushed out at the core and big and
long icicles grew at the base.

"Any idea how to get up there?" she asked.
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Raven grinned. "We could fly." she said, opening her wings wide. "I'm not that good at flying in
warm weather, but it's cold here, so it should be fine. Me and the other one with wings could
probably carry you. I think." she said, not entirely sure. She just knew that it would be better
than climbing the icicles.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Lapi carefully walked across. She was shivering just as much as some of the others in the group.
Luna however, wasn't shivering in the least. Her eyes were looking everywhere in the room. All of
the designs were so pretty. A high pitched 'Eeep!" came from infront of her. Lapi was falling
backwards. Luna caught her underneath her arms. "Feels like a trust game, huh?" She asked.
"Yeah." Lapi giggled, standing back up. She tried to keep her eyes ahead, and not look anywhere
else, hopefully this would keep her from slipping again. Luna just giggled and followed - her eyes
going back to the designs that surrounded the walls.

They stopped when they reached the mountain. The two looked at Bevelle. "Well, I doubt there'd
be a stairway on a mountain..." Luna said. "There has to be an easier way than climbing it...
somehow..." Lapi said quietly - thinking.

02-05 23:16
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((Yes, Rain is still in Ginger's backpack with Spirit and Artemis, and we are currently travelling with
Althea and Thalia (Thalia is my made up guardian).))

Ginger, who had been lost in her thoughts, suddenly snapped out of it to admire the large, icy
room. She crossed the bridge right behind Bevelle, excited to continue on their miraculous
journey. It was amazing. She especially loved the waterfall, calmed by it's flowing motion and
soothing sounds. She kept walking, waiting to see if everybody was ready to continue.

Artemis had been inspecting every room carefully, trying to unravel the mysteries inside of each
one.

Spirit had been entertaining herself by giggling and everybodys' emotions of awe when entering
the room. They were so amazed that a few of them even gasped.
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Bevelle fluttered her wings. "I forgot i had these. But what of the ones that cant fly?" She looked
around. Its slope looked like it might be climbable. "I wonder??" With that, the guardian started
on one edge and began slowly climbing away.

02-05 23:32
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Saria looked at Raven as she spread her large, blue bat-like wings, "How about me and you make
sure no one slips?" She suggested as she took a powerful downstroke and began to flutter nearby.
"If anyone falls we can catch them, that slope does look pretty slippery." She admitted...
Cleo smiled, "That'd be great, thanks Crow." She said taking hold of his fur lightly, not wanting to
pinch as they made their way toward the others...
Rain looked out of the backpack at the mountains of ice, "Wow, that's really pretty." she said
amazed...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Ayu scampered behind everyone, darting in and out of little corners, full of curiousity. When they
reached the inside cavern and Bevelle said that she could feel the shard, he wandered across the
bridge and stared at the huge ice mountain. Looking around it, he found a series of little ledges
just big enough to hold his weight. Slowly but surely, he pulled himself up each ledge, hoping he'd
make it to the top eventually.
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The clinb wasnt as bad as Bevelle had thought it might be. She made it to the top and carefully sat
on a pillar of ice, looking around while waiting for others to get up. The shard, she could feel it. It
was *so* close! Where could it be?

02-05 23:45
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Ginger, fluttering her wings, thought about something. "Hey!" She shouted, "The Guardians with
wings could carry the Critters and non-winged Guardians up to the top!" She was very proud to
have thought of it. She considered it a great idea.
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Panting heavily, Ayu finally cleared the last ledge and looked up, to see Bevelle already sitting
htere waiting. Not seeing the shard, he started to walk over to her, and tripped over a protruding
piece of ice. Instead of getting up, he lay there on the cold ice, feeling it's icy grip seep into his
coat. When a bit of his energy recovered, he got up slowly and looked carefully at the shard of ice
that stuck up. It was really pointy, and he was glad it only tripped him instead of stabbing him.
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Crow grinned. "No problem." he said, walking with her. Raven flapped her wings and started flying
around. "Okay." she said once she got into earshot of Saria. Akihiko looked up at the ice and
sighed before starting to climb. He wasn't used to the cold, but it didn't affect him much either.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Bevelle noticed that Ayu had made it to the top and winced when he fell. She beckoned him to
join her as their group began to shop up. Flittering her wings, she turned to him "Stay here, and ill
be back in a sec" Bevelle went to go and help Ginger carry any stragglers to the top.
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Akihiko broke off the tip of an icicle and sat down on it. He then waved to Bevelle. "Hey." he said.
He was just waiting to see where they were going to go next. Raven started spinning upsidedown.
"Oops." she said, righting herself with one flap of her wings. "That was embarrassing."

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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As the majority of the group gathered on the top, Bevelle started to look around. The top was
fairly flat but had many crevices in which the shard may be. She gestered to the waving male
then to the group as they all began to search.
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Saria flew high above the others as they searched for the shard. She peered into cracks from
above, trying to glimsp something. Landing in one of the back corners of the ledge she began
peering into cracks and sticking her hand into some, feeling around for something solid...
"Thanks Crow." Cleo said when they reached the top, "I probably would still be back in the first
part of the room without you." She said appreciatively...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Akihiko jumped up and looked around after finishing making it to the top. Which was basically just
a jump from his icicle. He suddenly had an idea. "Hey, Bevelle? Could it be inside the ice?" he
asked her. Mainly because, if that were true, searching the top would do no good. Raven flew
above the waterfall to try and see if it could be in there. It would make a good trap for intruders,
because waterfalls were so fast.

Crow nodded. "It's really no problem. I have to help Lady Raven like that a lot, so I'm pretty used
to it. Also, I'm sure you could have made it here by yourself." he added, smiling slightly.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Blinking quickly from the ice glare, Ayu scurried over to Bevelle to wait for everyone else to appear.
Finally they were close to a shard! Perhaps it had to be won? or maybe it was inside the waterfall?
He looked around, hoping to see something that indicated something special lay hidden. Seeing
nothing, he waited for Bevelle to come back and asked, "Is this shard going to stand out, Bevelle?"

02-06 00:05
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althea that up to know had stood quiets and to herself a bit got up and helped bevelle help
ginger and the others!

PIFF Link
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Bevelle shook her head. "I can feel it, I dont think its down there."

Mist flowed over the top just then and made Bevelle shiver with cold. She had found
the shard, a see through piece that looked like blue ice, which pulsed with energy and
glowed lightly. It was burried off to her side. Swirls of snow caressed the stone and
sparkled. As Bevelle went to pick the shard up, a swirl of wind rattled from behind her,
and in its place stood a very beautiful female. 

She had long hair of tied tied into twin tails, and a dress of pale lavender and blue.
Iridescent, like the ice and snow, it shimmered and sparkled. The gust of wind that was
in her place was now swirling around her, snow from the ground entwined with it. A
simple snowflake necklace adorned her neck which also glowed slightly. With eyes as
deep as the twilight sky, she looked on at the group, then the shard.
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Akihiko looked at the girl. "Woah. I thought the shard would stay a shard. Guess not. I'm not too
surprised though." he said, remembering the bridge. Raven flew over to the girl. "Hi! You're the
shard? Or do you keep the shard safe?" she asked, confused. She grinned widely though.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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